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1. Introduction

This paper reports on a corpus-based analysis of idiomatic and support verb expressions in different registers of the Stock Market domain. The research presented here is part of the research activities (building lexical resources and tools for Greek language) of the Laboratory of Translation and Language Processing, which are being carried out at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. This research has been co-financed by the European Union (European Social Fund – ESF) and Greek national funds through the Operational Program "Education and Lifelong Learning" of the National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF) – Research Funding Program: “Heraclitus II - Investing in knowledge society through the European Social Fund”. The ultimate goal of this research is to study the properties of the Greek stock market terms, in order to form part of a machine-readable dictionary of Greek language. Structural Linguistics (Harris 1951, Gross 1975) and register analysis (e.g. Biber 1988, 1993; Biber and Conrad 2009) are the theoretical backgrounds of this research. The corpus under study in this paper consists of Greek texts of the domain of Stock Market, divided into four register-diversified sub-corpora and comprises over 18 million running words. This work focuses on the identification and analysis of collocations for idiomatic (verb/noun) and support verb expressions of frequent words in this domain.

2. The corpus under study

2.1. The Greek Stock market

The language of business and finance has always attracted interest, since the movement of stock indexes can be an indicator, a "barometer" of the general trend in the economy. Of particular interest is the language of stock market which is often perceived as a secret code (Behr et al. 2007). English is the lingua franca of business and finance, and this is reflected in the language of every stock Exchange of the world and subsequently, in the language of the Greek Stock Exchange. Nevertheless, “the world of business is rapidly changing into a smaller place where individuals from different backgrounds and of different nationality develop common generic frames of reference for producing and understanding the communication of the marketplace” (Trosborg et al., 2005).

At these times of turbulence, as in an unexpected turn of events, Greece was found in the epicentre of global financial anxiety, “knowing the specifics of language and communication in business will help everyone to understand the deeper inner meaning implied in socio-economic, corporate and advertising discourse, to identify the manipulative mechanisms and techniques influencing public opinion” (Daniushina 2010). As in Greece there is a fertile ground for conspiracy theories, the decoding of the language of the stock exchange is considered essential. Since “the business environment is becoming increasingly more homogeneous” and the global economy “frontierless” (Trosborg et al. 2005), studying the language of Greek finance could be interesting even well beyond the country’s frontiers. According to Kelly-Holmes & Mautner (2010) “new roles are emerging for minority languages particularly because of global, national and local market processes”.

The Greek Stock Exchange is a peripheral stock exchange with 125 years of history. Therefore, besides common terms included in every stock market in the world, there are still certain new terms, neologisms,
simple or multi-word expressions, including idioms and metaphors, which were developed and have to be identified and analysed to be understood. Moreover, collecting and creating structured bodies of specialized text, poses a great challenge to language technology, especially for languages with small numbers of native speakers such as Greek.

2.2. Corpus balance and representativeness

While discussion on corpus representativeness has been a major and also controversial issue in corpus linguistics over the past 20 years, it has concentrated mainly on problems concerning the construction of large corpora, like Cobuild’s Bank of English corpus and the BNC (Biber 1993, Atkins et al. 1992). Gavioli (2002) poses the problem of small corpus representativeness and of criteria used particularly in the design of small specialized corpora. Tony McEnery et al. (2006) observe that “while both general and specialized corpora should be representative of a language or language variety, the representativeness of the two types of corpora are measured in different ways. The representativeness of a general corpus depends heavily on sampling from a broad range of genres whereas the representativeness of a specialized corpus, at the lexical level at least, can be measured by the degree of ‘closure’ (McEnery and Wilson 2001: 166) or ‘saturation’ (Belica 1996: 61-74) of the corpus”.

For this project we tried to combine both methods. The initial corpus of 50 million words, it was divided in the following four registers: written conversational (posts in e-forums), journalistic (newspaper articles), official business documents (stock market related documents) and academic (articles, dissertations, etc.). Biber (1993) states that “in statistical terms, the between-group variance is typically larger than within-group variance, and thus a sample that forces representation across identifiable groups will be more representative overall. Further, in the case of language corpora, proportional representation of texts is usually not desirable; rather, representation of the range of text types is required as a basis for linguistic analyses, making a stratified sample even more essential”.

Nevertheless, extended sampling was beyond our scope, since this corpus was designed to be used for the expansion of a machine-readable specialized dictionary. Moreover, availability was limited, as these are specialized texts, and in Greek, a less resourced language and less represented in the web. Thus, after a limited random sampling and measuring lexical closure, until “the curve of lexical growth has become asymptotic” (Teubert 1999), the final corpus comprised about 19 million words. With the multi-billion corpora announced (Ferraresi et al. 2008, 2010, Baroni et al. 2009, Pomikalek 2009), any corpus seems relatively small, but, given the domain and the language, it is a relatively big corpus, considered that the Corpus of Greek Texts (Goutsos 2003) comprises of 30 million words and the Hellenic National Corpus 47 million words.

Above all, it is true though that "to achieve corpus representativeness along the lines of the Brown model requires knowledge of which genre is used how often by the language community in the sampling period", and "to determine the correlation of language production and reception among each register" (McEnery et al., 2006). As these were rather unrealistic, and because “corpus building is of necessity a marriage of perfection and pragmatism” (McEnery et al., 2006), we settled with a four-register specialized corpus, that gives us the opportunity to study and compare language varieties of formal and informal discourse from conversations in “trading slang” to academic prose.

2.3. Registers included in the Stock Exchange Corpus

The existence of different registers is even more justified as regards Stock Exchanges. It is a professional language and, at the same time it can be a scientific one. In many countries of the world, trading stocks was actually conducted in the streets, like rue Quincampoix in Paris, or in the Exchange Alley in London, in coffee shops. A coffee house was also the first Stock Exchange in Athens (named Bella Grecia). Thus, at the heart of this discourse there is the language of the market, a phrase that in Greek implies slang. Even today, the
language of the market remains a colloquial language. As time went by, though, the products sold in an organized stock market began to be more and more complicated, and so was the language used. Of course, every specialized language has its jargon, but in other domains the jargon is used between experts. In the case of stock exchange language, experts and non-experts mingle haphazardly, discussing the same issues. Moreover, due to the current crisis, all the unknown before words, considered to be specialized, now “invaded” the general language. Due to the current crisis, people are significantly more aware of financial terminology, as they are daily concerned about the spread of Greek bonds in financial markets, and the difference between selective, temporary, controlled, orderly, disorderly, restricted or organized default.

2.4. The structure of the corpus under study

The texts under study are instances of different domain-specific registers. The text corpus consists of four sub-corpora of Greek texts in the Stock Market domain and it comprises over 18 million words that have been automatically part-of-speech tagged by Unitex¹. The time period covered by the corpus ranges from 1999 to 2010, a period marked by two major crises in Greece, a Stock Market crisis and a debt crisis. These turbulent years also give us the opportunity to study the language of the stock market in its high and its low, or in bearish and bullish times. It must be noted that texts are stored in their entirety, as full texts, where possible, and no translated texts are included (again, to the extent that such an exclusion is possible). Copyright, as predicted by McEnery (2006), Wilkinson (2006) and many others, involved much effort, trouble and frustration. The permissions obtained for the corpus under study are strictly for non-commercial and non-profit use, as acquired by:

- ASE S.A. (Athens Stock Exchange S.A.), regarding data from the whole site, 32Gb, mostly press releases and annual reports, a part of which (2 million words of annual reports in Greek and English language) was aligned to be used as a parallel corpus.
- Professors, graduate and postgraduate students who donated their lecture notes and dissertations.
- Administrators of two major forums with public discussions on stock exchange.

Journalistic articles are also included, from two major newspapers in Greece, Ta Nea and Kathimerini, and also other, financial or stock market specialized newspapers.

Table 1 (next page) illustrates the text sources used in the compilation of the corpus under study.

Table 1: Analysis of the corpus

Sub-corpora A consists of posted messages in public discussions in two internet forums, both dedicated to the stock market. This kind of forum appeared in Greece the last three years. This corresponds to the discourse of professional business communication which, according to Daniushina (2010) performs “an instrumental-persuasive function”.

Sub-corpora B comes from journalistic texts, scanned from newspapers for the period 1999-2000 and consequently complemented with articles in an electronic format from 2000 to 2010, which were written at the same literary level. This corresponds to the discourse of business media which performs “an informative-polemic function”.

Sub-corpora C comes from the website of the Athens Stock Market, which contains announcements, annual reports and articles dating from the year 2000, corresponding to document business discourse (internal and external business correspondence, corporate documents, regulations and charters of companies and organizations, articles of incorporation, etc. – mainly, written discourse) and it performs “a regulative function”.

Sub-corpora D contains academic texts whose main focus is Money Markets and Stock Market Derivatives, which were provided from University modules. Furthermore, postgraduate and doctorate dissertations were used, available on-line. This register corresponds to training and academic business discourse and it performs “an educational function”.

Keywords were extracted using Wordsmith tools and having as a reference corpus the publications for a period of 6 years of the newspaper Ta Nea (about 115 million words), as the only large corpus available as a whole for Greek language. This is a single-source corpus, obviously not balanced, but as a journalistic corpus it represents sufficiently general language, as opposed to specialized language.
conventions, like differences among registers, especially as regards the subcorpus A, where we can see some conversational

Raw frequency and keywords confirm that all the texts belong to the same domain, although there are obvious differences among registers, especially as regards the subcorpus A, where we can see some conversational

Table 2: Keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Posts</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Newspapers</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Company’s documents</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Academic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>ΦΙΛΕ</td>
<td>friend</td>
<td>ΜΕΤΟΧΩΝ</td>
<td>Shares</td>
<td>ΈΥΡΩ</td>
<td>Euro</td>
<td>ΕΙΝΑΙ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>ΕΓΓΡΑΦΕ</td>
<td>Wrote</td>
<td>ΑΝΑΚΟΙΝΩΣΗ</td>
<td>Announcement</td>
<td>ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑΣ</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>ΑΓΟΡΑΣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>ΕΥΡΩ</td>
<td>Euro</td>
<td>ΕΥΡΩ</td>
<td>Euro</td>
<td>ΜΕΤΟΧΩΝ</td>
<td>Shares</td>
<td>ΜΕΤΟΧΩΝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>ΕΓΓΡΑΦΕ</td>
<td>National Bank of Greece</td>
<td>ΑΓΟΡΑ</td>
<td>Market</td>
<td>ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ</td>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>ΔΕΣΚΙΤΗΤΗ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>SPREAD</td>
<td>Spread</td>
<td>ΙΔΙΩΝ</td>
<td>Own (&quot;equity&quot;)</td>
<td>ΑΕ</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑΣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>ΜΕΤΟΧΗ</td>
<td>Share</td>
<td>ΔΟΙΝΙΚΗΤΙΚΟ</td>
<td>Administrative (Board of Directors)</td>
<td>ΕΛΕΓΧΟΥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>ΑΝΤ (IMF)</td>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>ΔΙΑΒΑΣΤΕ</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>ΣΥΜΜΕΤΟΧΩΝ</td>
<td>ΗΝ</td>
<td>&quot;holding company&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ</td>
<td>Banks</td>
<td>ΔΗΜΟΦΙΛΙΑΣΤΕΡΗ ΕΞ</td>
<td>Most popular</td>
<td>ΣΥΝΕΛΕΥΣΗ</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>ΚΙΝΔΥΝΟΥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>ΟΜΟΛΟΓΑ</td>
<td>bonds</td>
<td>ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑΣ</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>EURO</td>
<td>Euro</td>
<td>ΕΠΕΝΔΥΤΗΣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>ΕΥΧΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ ΙΘ</td>
<td>thank you</td>
<td>ΡΥΘΜΙΖΟΜΕΝΗ</td>
<td>Regulated</td>
<td>ΚΕΦΑΛΑΙΟΥ</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>ΧΑΡΤΟΦΥΛΑΚΙΟΥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>ΑΜΚ</td>
<td>equity increase</td>
<td>ΕΠΙΦΑΝΕΙΑ</td>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>ΑΝΑΚΟΙΝΩΣΗ</td>
<td>announces</td>
<td>ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡΗΣΗΣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Γ</td>
<td>General index</td>
<td>ΚΕΡΔΗ</td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>ΟΜΙΛΟΥ</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>ΣΜΕ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>ΜΑΡΚΕΤ</td>
<td>market</td>
<td>ΓΝΩΣΤΩΠΟΙΗΣΗ</td>
<td>Notification</td>
<td>ΜΕΤΟΧΙΚΟΥ</td>
<td>Shareholders</td>
<td>ΑΞΙΑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>ΒΑΣΗΣ</td>
<td>basement</td>
<td>ΒΑΝΚ</td>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>ΣΥΜΒΟΥΛΙΟΥ</td>
<td>Board of directors</td>
<td>ΣΥΝΑΛΛΑΓΩΝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>ΤΙΜΗ</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>ΝΑΥΤΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΗ</td>
<td>Nafteemporiki</td>
<td>ΑΡΘΡΟ</td>
<td>Article</td>
<td>ΕΣΩΤΕΡΙΚΟΥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>ΚΑΛΗΜΕΡΑ</td>
<td>Good morning</td>
<td>ΠΛΗΡΟΦΟΡΙΑ</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>ΨΗΦΟΥ</td>
<td>vote</td>
<td>ΚΕΦΑΛΑΙΟ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑΣ</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>ΕΚΑΤ</td>
<td>Million</td>
<td>ΜΕΡΙΣΜΑΤΟ</td>
<td>Shares</td>
<td>ΑΞΙΑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>ΚΑΠΙΤΑΛ</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>ΟΙΚΟΝΟΜΙΑ</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>ΕΛΛΔΑΣ</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>ΑΝΑΛΥΣΗ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>ΛΟΝΓ</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>ΣΥΝΕΛΕΥΣΗ</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>ΧΡΗΣΗ</td>
<td>Fiscal year</td>
<td>ΑΠΟΛΟΓΙΣΤΙΚΟ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>ΦΙΛΟΙ</td>
<td>friends</td>
<td>WALL</td>
<td>Wall Street</td>
<td>ΣΥΝΕΛΕΥΣΗ</td>
<td>Shares</td>
<td>ΔΙΚΑΙΩΜΑΤΟΣ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Raw Frequencies

Raw frequency and keywords confirm that all the texts belong to the same domain, although there are obvious differences among registers, especially as regards the subcorpus A, where we can see some conversational

-conventions, like good morning, my friend, or thank you.
A significant difference between registers or genres in this domain is revealed by the plots (produced by Wordsmith Tools) of the light verb κάνω [kano] (= to do/make). The singular 3rd person type “kanei” is the most frequent type of the verb kano, and in most cases, as measured, it forms support verb expressions. The difference in dispersion and frequency per 1,000 words is explained as in Greek the support verb expressions with kano are considered very colloquial and there is a tendency to be avoided as the discourse becomes more formal. There is a clear difference between the four registers.

![Picture 1: Plot of the light verb kano (=to do/make)]

**Table 4: Dispersion of kanei per 1,000 words**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Dispersion per 1,000_words</th>
<th>Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>corpus_A.post</td>
<td>156.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newspaper_articles</td>
<td>730.47</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ses_reports_done</td>
<td>016.54</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wug_D_academic</td>
<td>410.702</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaNea1_1.txt</td>
<td>719.973</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaNea2_1.txt</td>
<td>531.76</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaNea3_1.txt</td>
<td>287.10</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaNea4_1.txt</td>
<td>985.75</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaNea5_1.txt</td>
<td>696.67</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaNea6_1.txt</td>
<td>136.972</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaNea7_1.txt</td>
<td>197.25</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subcorpus A is closer to the mean dispersion per 1,000 words in the reference corpus. The light verb kano is less used in subcorpus C, the one including official business documents.

### 2.5. Compiling and processing the corpus under study

A comprehensive review of all the tools used in order to build corpora is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, in order to obtain control over the texts and also to gain a deeper insight in the process involved, individual tools were used, freeware or open source, along with a few commercial products.

Each tool was selected among many others, depending on its function and the ability to support languages with other than latin alphabets, such as Greek. The biggest problem is the rapid expansion and change in this field of study, resulting in the unavailability of tools or their replacement by other, more sophisticated tools. Moreover, tools were chosen to be used with big and batch files.

Therefore, texts were
- Extracted from the Web
- Converted to plain text

---

2 The last time the tools were accessed was on June 2011.
3 We used Httrack (available at http://www.httrack.com).
4 We used HtmlasText (available at http://www.nirsoft.net/utils/htmlastext.html) and since the page contained besides html pages, word and pdf files, we used also Zilla Word to Text Converter for word files (available at http://www.pdfzilla.com/zilla_word_to_text_converter.html) PConverter for pdf files (available at http://www.digitzone.com/ptconverter.html). For pdf files that included text in columns or containing tables or presentations, we used a commercial product such as ABBYY FineReader 10 Professional Edition (available, under a fee, at http://buy.abbyy.com/content/frpro/default.aspx). This was necessary in the case of scanning of newspaper articles in printed form for the early period of research (1999-2000).
• Converted to UTF-85
• Merged in one document6
• Cleaned from duplicates7

Minor tools were also used in order to remove redundant carriage returns8, and to change file names for batch text files. Furthermore, we used some regular expressions10 in order to delete English texts and their automatic translations, usually generated by Google translate, that were included in the subcorpus A (posts), and in order to anonymise posts. For some posts, we also converted English to Greek11. For keywords and statistical measures the program Wordsmith tools12 was used. Finally, the corpus was marked up with textual information by means of UniteX. All texts in the corpus were automatically annotated for part-of-speech and lemmatized through UniteX. This research actually forms part of the program for the development and gradual completion of the Greek version of UniteX - a text analysis system, already operating in many European languages.

2.6. What was not included?
- Spoken language

In general, a corpus is not considered balanced, unless it includes also speech data. This is not the case with specialized corpora. Nevertheless, it would be ideal to have three registers in the domain of spoken language as well, such as broadcast news, telephone conversations and conference meetings, but since in this domain all these are sensitive data, any kind of permission is unlikely. There are currently (June 2011) available online 214 videos (1 minute to 1 hour) with stock exchange news from the main news (www.ert-archives.gr), 265 videos (about half an hour each) from www.neoforum.gr, 728 in www.capital.gr, 21 live recordings from www.livestream.com for the Greek Stock Exchange. These videos are beyond the period under study (1999-2010) and permissions are granted only for the videos from neoforum.gr. The language used in videos is very close to this used in journalistic articles, and it isn’t really a natural oral discourse. Nevertheless, the posts from the forums are very close to oral discourse, actually a new type of discourse, “web discourse”, according to Daniushina (2010) “that combines elements of both spoken and written discourses. Communication on the net requires a time contact (synchronization of information generating and perception) and provides a deep involvement in the situation with instant responding, typical of oral talk, although the “talk” is made in written (or quasi-written) form. Thus, a web business discourse is the reality of the 21st century, and we can anticipate it to be growing and ripe for research”.
- European Union Documents

Although EU documents seem very useful, since they can be used as parallel corpora, they were not included due to the Eurospeak. Terms are biased; they are choices of translators and terminologists, and they are rarely found in authentic texts. Moreover, Greek language is not the source language. And “translated language is at best an unrepresentative special variant of the target language” (McEnery, 2006).

5 All the txt files were converted to UTF-8, in order to retain as many characters as possible from the original files. Depending on the codification suitable for each tool, we used Ansi2Uni 1.4 or Simple Text Encoding Converter 1.0 or EditPad Lite 6.3.1 (http://www.all-freeware.com/results/convert/ansi/to/unicode) or Convert Ansi to Unicode (http://convert-ansi-to-unicode.software.informer.com/) or CpConverter_v0.1.4 (http://sourceforge.net/projects/cp-converter/files/cp-converter/CpConverter%20V%201.4.0/CpConverter_v0.1.4.zip/download)
6 In order to make corrections as automatically as possible, we merged all files in one file, but keeping their original name and a separator between them, as in many cases it was necessary to split them again. So, we used Txtcollector (http://bluefive.pair.com/txtcollector.htm) and JS Text File Merger 1.0.0 (http://www.tucows.com/preview/373437 ). In order to split them back we used Gsplit 3 (available at http://www.gdsoft.com/download/gsplit.aspx or Simple File Split and Merge 1.4.0 (http://www.freedownloadcenter.com/Utilities/File_Splitting_UTILITIES/Simple_File_Split_and_Merge_Download.html)
7 For this we used mostly a commercial product like NoClone (http://noclone.net/download.aspx, where there is also available a free version), but we also tried freeware such as Duplicate Cleaner (http://www.digitalvolcano.co.uk/content/duplicate-cleaner/downloadmenu) or Duplicate File Finder 3.5 (http://www.snapfiles.com/downloads/duplicatefinder/dduplicatefinder.html) or duplicate File Finder (http://www.ashisoft.com/v 3.5.3).
8 We used CleanHaven (http://www.holymackerelsoftware.com/MoreSoftware/CleanHaven/CleanHaven.html).
9 We used Renamer (http://www.snapfiles.com/get/drenamer.html) in order to change file name of temporary files and remove .tmp and also in order to facilitate random sampling.
10 Regular expressions implemented via Edit plus (http://www.editplus.com) and Notepad ++ (http://notepad-plus-plus.org/download).
12 http://www.lexically.net/wordsmith
Legal documents for the regulation of Stock Exchange
They were not included, although they were available without permission, because of their language which is katharevousa, an older form of Greek, and not Modern Greek.

3. Verbs in the Stock Market domain

Specialized dictionaries or bilingual glossaries mostly focus on nouns. When verbs are mentioned, they are usually described as derived from nouns, with no other information than part of speech. Bilingual glossaries are likely to give translations of verbs, but with very little syntactic and semantic information on how to use them in a sentence. The verb is a part of speech, just like adjectives and adverbs, which has long been discarded by terminologists, as shown repeatedly by L’Homme (1998, 2002, 2004) and Kübler (Kübler 2002, Kübler and Frérot 2003). Cowie (1989) also noted that in general language dictionaries, verbs are often the least well-treated part-of-speech, especially regarding syntax. Our hypothesis corresponds with Holtz (2007) “the co-occurrence of nouns and verbs is expected to vary among different domains, being evidence for register variation, as reflex of the situational parameter of field”.

To decide on their status, we followed Frérot and Josselin-Leray (2007) who relied on the criteria used by L’Homme (2002) to include verbs in specialized dictionaries, i.e. “Normally, verbs [...] are included in specialized dictionaries if they are not used in other contexts”, e.g. the English verb terms escrow (a financial instrument held by a third party on behalf of the other two parties in a transaction), or avalize (to give one’s accord), or if they have a meaning that cannot be described using definitions found elsewhere (e.g. to de-hedge, in the field of finance, has a metaphorical meaning that cannot be captured using definitions found in other dictionaries, for instance, general language dictionaries). We also used the morphological criterion (when verbs are derived from nouns or vice-versa, e.g. announce / announcement). Another criterion was whether the verb combined with a term in noun form (e.g. buy a spread, to take a report - a slang phrase signifying that an individual's trade order has been executed). For this project we skimmed through the concordance lines and the context provided by Unitex and roughly established the frequencies of the verbs and their various constructions.

The main verbs in Greek language that are used in support verb constructions are kano (to do/to make) and eho (to have), which is also used as auxiliary verb. As discussed previously (Picture 1), the frequency of support verb expressions is higher at the informal, conversational discourse. This is not the case though with have, which does not have the same connotation as kano as a very colloquial verb.
At the end of this procedure, there were extracted 185 predicative nouns, which they collocate with other 315 support verbs besides *kano* (to do/make) and *eho* (to have). The theoretical and methodological approach we used as a tool to analyse verb structures is based on the “lexique-grammaire” or lexicon-grammar tables, which describe each verb via a basic sentence and divides them into classes, according to their basic structures and their common transformational and distributional features. The extensive study of these nouns resulted to the building of 5 lexicon-grammar tables in order to describe their syntactic structure.

Another challenge were the idioms or fixed expressions, because their meaning, most of the times, is not derived by their components. As it was expected, idioms were abundant in the informal web discourse, and almost absent in the formal, academic discourse. As regards an automatic retrieval, based on the most unexpected words either semantically or syntactically, this would be a very difficult task, because the picture is obscured by many idioms from the general language.

The idioms reflecting an aspect of the stock market language had to do either with an upwards or downwards movement or an aggressive movement, e.g. *turn the stock into rocket, a plane, a jumbo, make a rally, or take a plunge* (literary translation from Greek).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>V+N</strong></td>
<td>48815</td>
<td>53479</td>
<td>39105</td>
<td>34440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kano</em> matches</td>
<td>8413</td>
<td>4174</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>1589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kano</em>+N matches</td>
<td>2251</td>
<td>1582</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(diff) collocates <em>kano</em></td>
<td>1869</td>
<td>1228</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collocates N of <em>kano</em></td>
<td>806</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- genitive</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- nominative, adjectives, adverbs, name entities</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Certain semantic features (human, feelings, time)</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Npred (a verb for each one)</strong></td>
<td><strong>209</strong></td>
<td>144</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Possible Idioms</strong></td>
<td><strong>293</strong></td>
<td><strong>181</strong></td>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Extraction of predicative nouns and idioms

In Table 5, the procedure is following procedure is shown: after finding the concordances of the verb *kano*, nouns were extracted from its collocates. This was a more effective procedure than extracting collocations *<kano>+<N>* , since in Greek the complement of the verb is not always at the right part of it. Afterwards, all the nouns in genitive were excluded, as the support verb expressions are formed in Greek with accusative. Nominative was also excluded, in cases that there was no ambiguity, e.g. when the word was of male gender.
After extracting also name entities, and words with certain semantic features, we had manageable results. At the end, predicative nouns were extracted on the basis of the related verb for each one of them.

4. Perspectives of the corpus under study

Waiting for the appropriate interface, the Stock Exchange Corpus will soon be made available on line, at the site of the Laboratory of Translation and Language Processing of the Department of French Language and Literature in the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (http://www.fril.auth.gr), in order to be used either as an autonomous resource for the study of a specialized vocabulary or as a part of a general corpus of Greek language. Our future plans include the completion of a comparable Stock Exchange Corpus in English.
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